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Ho, Ho, Ho… Holly Sh*t…

Festive Zombies...

Christmas is not a time traditionally associated with the
Living Dead, but we at The Zombie Times have
decided that this should all change… We are fed up
with simply receiving another copy of the re-coloured
version of Night of the Living Dead or something
associated with Twilight cause Auntie Bev has heard
you like Vampires…

If you have a film, book, event, graphic novel or
zombiewalk planned for 2013 then let us know, even if
you are simply releasing a range of pep-hole zombie
undies, let us know and we will spread the word...

So from everyone here at Terror4fun, have an
awesome Festive Period, a Ghoulish New Year and
thanks to you all who subscribe to this E-Zine, follow us
on Twitter or Facebook, or who have come to one of
So here is the first festive edition of the Zombie Times,
crammed full of awesome zombie bits that you will die our events… We can promise you more gore and
for… From minimates to money boxes, Food Moulds to zombie based fun in 2013… Including a special short film
Film Making Kits and from DVDs to e-books & apps, if making competition being launched early Spring, with
you have 69p or £69 then there will something here for truly gore-some prizes !!!
you!
Either email this to your head-scratching relatives or
simply save up your Christmas money and work out
what zombie madness you are going to blow it all on…

@ZombieEdUk

Keep on Rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4fun Team
www.terror4fun.com
If you want more news at it happens
then please join the group:
www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com to let us know about your zombie events.
We’ll make them appear in front of more than 13,000 people...

Apart from Mother-Fucking Christmas Day, things are looking more festive than undead at this time of
the year, I think all the boys and ghouls are regenerating from the Halloween corpses that were bled dry,
so will bring you tonnes of events in our March Edition...

Spread some Christmas Fear this Xmas
With a subscription to UK Horror Magazine Shock Horror & get a FREE DVD!
Established in 2010 Shock Horror Magazine is a printed Horror Entertainment publication, printed
every two months in glossy full colour front to back. The magazine covers all aspects of Horror
entertainment and culture including film, comics, tattoos, music, games, art and more. Shock
Horror is proud to include many well known names in the industry amongst our team, from
Scream Queens Suzi Lorraine and Sarah French to FX artist Mike Peel and author Dustin LaValley.
We aim to put Horror back on the map in the UK, sure it’s underground & trashy but that’s just
the way we like it!
Shock Horror Magazine recently released the front cover for the 13th Edition in print, featuring an
exclusive piece of cover artwork by artist Daniel Mercer! Daniel Mercer has created the Rob
Zombie cover to celebrate an exclusive interview
inside the issue, discussing Rob Zombies upcoming
film Lords of Salem as well as his live tour, accompanied by a review of the bands current tour.
This issue also includes an interview with Manborg
Director Steven Kostanski discussing the sci-fi / Horror
mashup, as well as an interview with acclaimed
author Edward Lee and Cradle of Filth front man
and star of Cradle of Fear Dani Filth as he discusses
the bands new album. For fans of classic Horror this
issue also includes a feature on Classic Horror kicking
off with Christmas Chillers as well as an interview
with the man of the issue himself Daniel Mercer. The
usual features with Scream Queens Suzi Lorraine &
Sarah French are included as are the regular book,
games, DVD, comic and music reviews.
If you love Horror movies and everything that goes
with them then grab the new issue or better yet
subscribe so you never miss an issue & score a free
DVD! Visit the Official Shock Horror website to order
yourself or a Horror fan a subscription to Shock
Horror Magazine this Christmas:

www.shockhorrormagazine.com
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The Zombie Times, December 2012
Hey there rotting ones,
Yes, its Christmas and we love it, not only is it the time to make sure that everyone has a copy of
your zombie orientated amazon wish list, but the one time of the year where you may end up
with some cash to splash out on some of the goodies in this issue...
2013 is going to be crazy, so let us know what events you have planned and we will let our
14,000 subscribers know, along with our 1,000 or so facebook and twitter followers...
Tell us about your events and all your zombie news and we will speak again soon
if not before… Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the
word that Zombies are alive and kicking… See you soon, more than 14,000 subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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OUTPOST: FRANCHISE RISES AGAIN
We are delighted to
announce principal
photography has begun
on the third instalment of
the OUTPOST
franchise, THE RISE OF
THE SPETNAZ. The film
shoots on location in Glasgow and Yorkshire.
Kieran Parker (Outpost,
Outpost: Black Sun) directs from a script penned by Rae
Brunton (Outpost, Outpost: Black Sun). The cast includes
Bryan Larkin (Battleground) as the lead Russian Dolokhov, and James “The Colossus” Thompson – Ultimate
Combat World Heavy Weight Champion as The Berserker.
In the third instalment of the hit Nazi Zombie action horror movie, Outpost: Rise Of The Spetnaz, we discover the
horrifying origins of these supernatural soldiers and see
them in ferocious gladiatorial battle against the most
ruthless and notorious of all military special forces: the
Russian Spetsnaz.

ZombiU Z-14 is now complete!
It’s available for people to read in
animated form or download via the
below link. http://z-14.ubisoft.uk.com/

Produced by Arabella Page Croft and Kieran Parker for
Black Camel Pictures and Executive Produced by Nigel
Thomas from Matador Pictures and Jamie Carmichael
from Content, the film is backed by Matador Pictures,
Creative Scotland, Creative Film Finances and SWSSC.
Producer Arabella Page Croft said: “It’s an exciting time
at Black Camel. Kieran is the passionate creative producer behind the OUTPOST world and he has long
wanted to tell an origins story. It is a natural progression
for him to move behind the camera as director so we are
all delighted to support his ambitions”.
Matador’s Nigel Thomas said ‘Matador are delighted to
be involved in the third film in the Outpost series and to
be working with such a hugely talented team. Making a
prequel to the highly successful Outpost and recently completed Outpost: Black Sun provides an exciting opportunity for us to return to this popular zombie Nazi franchise.’
Content’s Jamie Carmichael said: “It’s a fantastic achievement to have created a three film franchise, as that doesn’t happen very often in the UK. It’s a testament to the
tenacity of the film makers and the quality and strength
of the brand they have created. And it’s great to be a
part of it.”

Watch this SHORT FILM
Kebab killer !!!
On a bitterly cold Saturday night, as gusty showers lashed
the Theatre Royal Margate, dark figures gathered outside
as the visitors began to arrive, scurrying through dark
streets, shivering with the unexpected chill… over 200 Horror film fans converged in Margate for the latest and best
“2 Days Later” Short Film Competition Screenings, as part
of the Margate Halloween Horror Feast-ival. All the evenings results are on the website http://
www.2dayslater.co.uk/dare/news/n2012/pr_awards.html
Terror4fun sponsored the Audience Vote and here is the
Winner! Not its not got Zombies in it, but its sick as fuck
and truly amazing what can be achieved in a short horror
film… Pissed up dining will never be the same again...
The coveted Audience Vote for MOST POPULAR SHORTLISTED film went to Bristol filmmaker, Santosh Mohan
Veeranki, for the clever and terrifying Kebab Killer which,
not undeservedly, also won BEST GORE. The unforgettably
menacing performance as the avuncular kebab shop
owner won Nigel Long the BEST ACTOR.
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The 6th UK Festival of Zombie Culture
Held in Leicester on November 17th, 2012 at PHOENIX SQUARE
Charlie ‘Fast Show’ Higson came down to do a half
hour talk about his new book ‘The Sacrifice’ and to
talk about his love of scaring children!!!
Also in the mix for this year, was the usual selection of
entertainment, NOT on the big screen… There was
Retroactives ‘Arcade of the Dead’ with House of the
Dead 1 to 4 on consoles with Zombie Black Ops, Stubbs
the Zombie, Zombies ate my Neighbours and the event
favourite ‘Typing of the Dead.’ Gavin Gore and his
make up team raised plenty of money for Help for
Heroes by making people into zombies for a small donation to charity and with ‘The FleshKrafter,’
‘ZombieShop’ and Terror4fun al trading in different
selections of Zombie Goodies, there was plenty to do in
between the films too…

The scabs have healed over, the blood has been steam
cleaned out of the carpets at the Phoenix Square, the
bar has been restocked, the guests have returned to
their homes and the staff are beginning to return to
their normal habits after this sell out event that had
them on their toes dealing with the living dead for
more than 13 hours...
The thirteen hours of films included a Preview
Screening of the Arrow Film Re-Mastered ZOMBIE
FLESH EATERS, a programme of short films including
the UK Premiere of MURALIM (poisoned) which is
Israels first zombie film, alongside BUMBLOODS, THE
VELVET ROAD and THE END. These were followed up
a screening of awesome new zombie film BEFORE
DAWN introduced by director Dominic Brunt, followed
by a Q&A and a screening of THE ESCHATRILOGY,
another UK film introduced by director Damian
Morter, then into the home straight we had another
UK Premiere, this was GANGSTERS, GUNS AND ZOMBIES, introduced again by its director, this time the
awesome Matt Mitchell and we closed the film side of
the event with the ‘must see’ zombie film of the year…
COCKNEYS Vs Zombies…

Best dressed zombie was tough to call with so many
people going that extra mile, until Paul Ewen started
shambling about with a
massive pole through his
chest, many folks agreed
that dressing up to the
extent that you can’t sit
down for 13 hours, was
going above and beyond the call of duty
and so he did win a copy
of Last Night on Earth…
Next years events are
still in the planning
phase which includes a
Zombie Short Film competition, the 7th UK Festival of Zombie Culture
and some other bits and
pieces…

AND FINALLY, Thanks
to everyone that helped
in any way shape or form that has not been mentioned
yet, which of course includes Paul ‘Bignall’ Dignall, Maz
‘Bad’ Penny, Hazel ‘Badd’ Gadd, Laura from Melton
The special guests this year included a total of five, YES, and my lovely wife Sam, that had put up with tonnes
five authors including event regular and genre veteran of zombie stuff over the years… Oh, and Jake from the
David Moody to Luke Duffy, author of two awesome
Phoenix, who I promised to lick!
zombie books, but at his very first signing event!
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ZOMBIE UNDERGROUND has APP APPEAL
London Underground turns us all into commuting zombies and now is the time to effect
revenge with a gut-busting new iPhone app called ‘Zombie Underground’! Priced at just
69p from the App Store, the journey of the living dead is yours to relive with this awesome
app!
Find your inner Zombie and join the undead in their eternal quest into commuter hell,
annihilating anyone that gets in your way using vibrant, responsive, kickass moves.
Moans and groans are a common experience on the tube, only this time your neighbour
may be more lifeless than normal. Uniquely seen through the eyes of a commuter you can
vent all those commuting frustrations out on your fellow zombie passengers and see if you
have the moves that will be the undoing of the undead!

Priced at just 69p and available from the App store, Zombie Underground just
made commuting bearable, or not as the case may be!

Zombie Hood, Zombie Hood
riding through the Glen…
Zombie Hood is a feature film that has been produced by local talent in and around the East Midlands area.
Zombie Hood begins on the eve of a worldwide
zombie outbreak with a small group of survivors
escaping the city. After gathering in a nearby forest
and with food being in short supply, the survivors
must risk visiting populated areas in an effort to
avoid starvation.
With a child and an elderly man in tow and with
the undead waiting at every turn, the group attempt to put aside their differences as they battle
to survive a nightmare scenario.
Zombie Hood began pre-production in 2010, which
involved putting a crew together and casting the
actors. Filming is ongoing with an expected early
2013 release. While the majority of scenes have been
shot in the Nottingham area, we have also filmed in
Mansfield, Derby and a few other local areas.
Filming was completed at the end of June 2012 and
has now moved into post production. The film is self
funded by the cast and crew. For tonnes more info
and details just head to: www.zombiehood.co.uk

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Pots of Fake Blood
I am a special effects makeup artist who has worked on several horror films, horror role
playing events, major movie advertising for Sony's Resident Evil Franchise & much more.
This is my own personal tried and tested fake blood. It is very thick and sticky and remains
constantly fresh and wet looking for the entire time you are using it. It is all natural ingredients so it is NON TOXIC & great if you want it drooling out of your mouth. This blood has
been for sale for the past 2 years and I have already received a lot of emails requesting
more this year. Click the link below for our EBay link...
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/1-x-Pot-of-Film-Quality-Fake-Blood-Halloween-Costume-/120993212541?pt=Adult_Fancy_Dress_UK&hash=item1c2bc1e87d

Gangsters, Guns and Zombies
DVD out in January,
from Lionsgate… At the
UK Premiere of GG&Z
in November, at the UK
Festival of Zombie Culture, the crowd approached the film with
caution… It was our
mystery screening, announced only a week
before the event, and
the organised had
watched the trailer, the
dis-organised just did
not know what to expect… It went down an
absolute storm, it was
introduced by Matt
Mitchell, the director,
and afterwards people
streamed out of the cinema saying things, “surprise hit
of the festival” and “where the hell has that been hiding?”
The whole "zombie thing" has been hyped up so much
that everyone thinks it's the end of the world! Of
course, where one man sees the dead rising from the
grave, another sees opportunity. Q had a plan: drive
the robbery getaway van, deliver everyone to the safe
house and get paid - a nice, simple, plan. Unfortunately, life is never really that simple, and to top it all
off, this is the first time Q has been a getaway driver.
He's coping pretty well though, considering; TONY (the
guy who is 'in charge' of the job) is a murderous nut

case, DANNY was shot and is now bleeding all over the
money in the back of the van, the Sat-Nav has a mind
of its own, there's a guy in the back living up to his
name "CRAZY STEVE", the safe-house already has police at it, and this whole "zombie thing" seems to be
quickly becoming more of a "zombie apocalypse
thing". Q and the others have to deal with a recently
zombie-fied medieval re-enactment group, a football
team that seem hell bent on eating their brains and
the van running out of fuel. Not bad for a night's
work.
Some men are born into shit-storms, some achieve shitstorms, and some have shit-storms thrust upon them. Q
is up to his neck in this one and must now take charge
of the group in order to save his own skin - not to mention the much more attractive skin of CASSIE. Finally
reaching the coast, the new group must figure out a
way off this crazy island - lack of sailing know-how and
the walking dead notwithstanding. Just when things
couldn't get any worse, one of them suffers an accident
and lands Q with a dilemma. In the one hand he holds
his own life and in the other the lives of the group. Who
does he choose?
Websites: http://mat355.wix.com/ggz
http://www.facebook.com/gangstersgunsandzombies

Competition Time
To win this awesome movie then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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THE DEAD Rises Again
The Ford Brothers, the team behind the acclaimed
'modern Classic' zombie thriller 'The Dead', have revealed that the much awaited sequel ‘The Dead 2’ will
be shot in India. Chatting to the audience at the FrightFest Halloween All-nighter, Howard Ford unveiled a
teaser trailer shot on a recent location recce and said
that the film, for which the screenplay is now completed, is anticipated to start production in February/
March 2013.
Howard went on to say: “Jon and I have been receiving
so much enthusiasm and demand for a sequel we owe
it to the fans of 'The Dead 1' to deliver something that
goes way beyond what we could achieve first time
around and the starting point was to find the most
stunning and varied landscapes where we have not
seen the dead walk before”.
His brother Jon added: “Part 2 has to be another journey movie with varied terrains but challenges for our
main characters that contain all of the gritty detail
that people liked from the first film. There will be a lot

more action and more scares along the way but we
don't want to loose any of the little details that kept it
feeling real”.
Links to trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OMEF8e92t8
http://wtrns.fr/HkWAN4I03l_vMsk

www.zombieshop.co.uk
GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie Comedy Literature
By John E Normal. Author of "Land Down Undead",

http://www.landdownundead.com
It could well be the most obscure genre of literature
ever created, but zombie comedy is a distinct art form
in and of itself, and its literary canon is growing. From
the very beginnings of zombie entertainment zombies
have been inherently funny, they are hideous and terrifying creatures as well, but many of their other features
are comical. For example, their awkward gaits (in most
incarnations) are similar to Monty Python's Ministry of
Silly Walks. Their profound stupidity (in most representations) renders them similar to something from The
Three Stooges or The Benny Hill Show. These may not
be the absolute pinnacle of humorous entertainment,
but they are by and large funny.
We see these comical elements as far back as the work
of George Romero, where uncoordinated zombies
stumble around in their appalling seventies fashions.
Many of them caught grinning at the edges of the shot
or far off in the distance. There is a slap stick element to
the behaviour of all of the undead, they are unable to
competently perform many basic actions, it is only their
sheer numbers that create a large problem for the human survivors.
Zombie films are also generally full of one-line wisecracks that play on the unease with which the characters are adapting to the incredible social shift that a
zombie plague unleashes. The zombie apocalypse provides an opportunity to reflect on the nature of the
society which is in the process of being unravelled. The
manner in which this unravelling occurs tells us a great
deal about human nature, as individuals and within a
collective.
In recent times zombie comedy has become far more
explicit with the creation of films like Shaun of the
Dead and Zombieland, both of which manage to generate thoroughly unique jokes despite being set in similar circumstances. Shaun of the Dead takes the inherently slapstick nature of the undead and teases it out
to its limits. The results is a film that could almost have
been made by Monty Python. Zombieland has a much
blacker humour, exemplified no better than in the
cameo scene where Bill Murray playing himself is shot
for being dressed up as a zombie. He forgives his murderer with a small quip and leaves the audience puzzled and amused.
The now best-selling books of Max Brooks are also

heavily invested with humour. Mr Brooks uses the zombie apocalypse to delve deeply into social and political
issues that affect the world today. As such, the humour
is subtle and thoroughly un-slapstick. This is probably
the most sophisticated zombie literature that has ever
been created, it is well researched and invested with a
deep understanding of the world we live in.
If you are convinced by my assessment of the intellectual value of these entries in the zombie canon, you
may still be asking yourself: “Why would anyone bother
trying to write meaningful literature about something
as ridiculous as zombies?”
This is an extremely interesting question. On the surface
the entire idea seems preposterous. People get bitten
and infected with a disease which kills them, rewires
their mind somehow and then reanimates their corpses
so they can run around biting others. It spreads until
almost no one is left who isn't a zombie.
There are a number of reasons why I believe the zombie apocalypse is an effective and revealing literary
device. First of all it allows us to tell a story in a world
which is familiar to the reader: houses, supermarkets,
malls, cars and streets are the world of the reader. Just
one little change by the author and the meaning and
significance of all of these elements has changed. That
one thing is the creation of a disease which changes
human beings into flesh craved monsters. The details of
how this change are achieved can be flexible giving rise
to versions in which people die and are reanimated,
and others where people are simply infected.
The fact that what has changed to make the world so
different is in fact human beings themselves, is the
other reason that this literary device is so captivating. It
allows an exploration of the boundary between humans and other animals. It allows us to investigate the
limits of human morality, identity and ultimately what
it is that we are. When we are just a handful of neurological changes away from becoming a monstrosity it is
hard to cling to any notion of our inherent superiority.
In short, zombie comedy is an art form that entertains
and stimulates. It attacks our basic beliefs about who
we are, our own social environment, and it challenges
us to see life in its truly fleeting nature. The simultaneous comedic and terrifying nature of the genre places
us in such an unusual mind-set that we are able to receive ideas about ourselves and the world that we
might otherwise resist.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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BEST ZOMBIE WEB SERIES EVER???
BUMBLOODS
Bumbloods is a four part miniseries
about two unlikely roommates trying
to survive during a zombie apocalypse.
All four parts were screened throughout
the UK Festival of Zombie Culture and
the reaction was overwhelmingly
positive…
WANT TO BE THE COOL KID?
TELL YOUR FRIENDS
about BUMBLOODS!
THEY WILL LOVE YOU FOR IT!

mate, Steve, while treating him for dehydration after he partied a little too
hard at a rave. At the time, Jerms was
couch hopping, but soon after, moved
in with Steve. There turned out to a
third roommate, Mario ”KREPE” Krepeli. Needless to say, their lifestyles
clash. Jerms does his best to spend as
little time around Krepe as possible. He
has been considering moving out for
months, but doesn’t want to let down
his roommates.

Mario "KREPE" Krepeli: Born in Gainsville, Florida but raised all over the
country, Krepe eventually ended up in
When a new, synthetic drug hits the
New York where he attended Fordham
streets, 90% of the human population is
University and created his own major of
suddenly transformed into flesh eating
Taste
Testing.
He
is the only child of a surgeon and a
zombies. Dr. Jeremy "JERMS" Madison and his roomlitigator,
yet
was
often
left alone, disabling him from
mate Mario "KREPE" Krepeli find themselves in the
having
any
relationship
with anyone in his life
middle of a zombie infested world and this "odd cou(friendship or intimate). He is the true definition of a
ple" must learn to cohabitate despite their differences
loner, addicted to video games and pornography
and the ever growing horde of undead around them.
(magazines, not that internet junk). He met his roomThe odd couple consists of….
mate Steve, while searching for an apartment on
Dr. Jeremy "JERMS" Madison: Born and raised in Peoria, craigslist. When Steve realized that the two could not
Illinois. He is currently doing his residency at Beth Israel afford the apartment, Dr. Jeremy "JERMS" Madison
moved in to pick up the slack. Krepe doesn't have any
Memorial Hospital. He’s been working in the ER for a
little over a year, and thinks he’s seen the worst of what issues with his roommates because he simply lacks any
can happen to people. Time will prove him wrong. He motivation to care about anything or anyone, but time
could change that.
moved to New York City with his longtime girlfriend,
Grace. They don’t live together, though... not until he
puts a ring on her finger. Jerms met his future room-

http://www.bumbloods.com/

Massive thanks 1 –- retro active— - Do you wanna play?
This is just a quick note to thank Big Tewkes for all of his help at the Festival of Zombie Culture, YES
there were games for folks to play, but he got there early, brought TVs, 8 miles of cabling and tonnes of
consoles & games AND He does bigger gaming events at the FONT in Leicester, so check out this group...

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/groups/retroactiveuk/?fref=ts

Massive thanks 2— - Grace Elkin—- Picture this...
This Thank You Message is for Grace, who if you came to our event in Leicester, will probably have taken your picture. She was a massive help and took tonnes of amazing images and she does tones of other work / events / photos, so please check out her site and tonnes more of her pictures at...

http://www.graceelkinphotography.co.uk/
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Lets Play with Zombies……
The Walking Dead Zombie Army Men

For anyone new to the genre or the world of zombies
then The Walking Dead is an American postapocalyptic drama television series developed for television by Frank Darabont. It is based on the comic book
series The Walking Dead by Robert Kirkman, Tony
Moore, and Charlie Adlard.

Zombie Army Men are ready to rip, tear and chew their
way into your toy collection. Purchase as many sets as
you like and then glue them your little sisters dolls
house and have her favourite Teddies besieged by the
living dead, or surround your booth at work with a protective wall of flesh munchers or simply love them!

And now those creators of magic at Gentle Giant have
created something that every boy will want!!! From 3 to
300 this is something that as soon as I heard about
them new I needed them and lots of them…

The Zombie Times would like to suggest perhaps gluing
an entire horde across your computer desk, up your
wall and starting across the ceiling, its going to be a
thing of beauty and will be available Spring 2013…

It’s a trip down memory lane… but with zombies! No
longer constrained to the traditional green vs. tan, now
kids and kids-at-heart alike can have their armies take
on The Walking Dead!

See some more of Gentle Giants ‘must haves’ at:
http://www.gentlegiantltd.com/default.asp

Use your green troops strategically to defend the last
outposts of humanity, or take control of a horde of
Walkers and decimate everything in your path in your
never-ending lust to devour the living! With 10 figures
per bag, featuring an assortment of different dynamic
sculpts in two nightmarish colors, The Walking Dead

Competition Time
To win a pack of zombie craziness then check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Zombies at Christmas

20% OFF
This DVD With our
EXCLUSIVE ZOMBIE
TIMES OFFER goto the
link below & This
ve
voucher code will gi
you the discount on
that product only:

SIZOM1

Cockneys Vs Zombies
Want a Christmas Film that does not involves Elves or
Reindeer? Then look no further...

When a professor’s Christmas experiment goes
horribly wrong, it’s up to the University’s Janitor to
mop up the mess… But dealing with the festive chaos
of the undead is no job for one man alone…
United by terrifying and bizarre circumstances, the
janitor, the drunk, the bartender, the cop, his perp,
and the student security guard must fight to undo
the professor's work. A dark force is at work in the
cadaver lab this Christmas and this unconventional
band of heroes are the only hope the world has
against an army of living corpses that are quickly
recruiting new members. The undead have been
given the gift of life and it's up to the janitor to take
it back.

As contractors to an East London building site unlock
a 350-year old vault full of seriously hungry zombies,
the East End has suddenly gone to hell and the cockney way of life is under threat. Equipped with all the
guns and ammo they can carry, a group of bank
robbers led by Katy (Michelle Ryan) are London’s
only hope of saving East London from a zombie Armageddon and their grandparents from an Old Peoples Home being slowly overrun by the Living Dead...
Following its premiere at Frightfest and subsequent
DVD release, this has been probably the most talked
about UK Zombie Film of 2012... Not only does it
boast and unusual cast including Alan Ford (Brick
Top from Snatch), a national institution in Richard
Briers, an ex-Bond Girl in Honor Blackman and an ex
-soap star in Michelle Ryan, but its slightly over the
top and overwhelming setting is awesome, the
switches between the bank robbing ‘youf’ and the
besieged ‘olds.’

http://directoffersuk.co.uk/ZOMBIES_AT_CHRISTMAS

Studio-Canal have brought this movie to us on DVD
& Blu-Ray and its available now from Amazon.

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a Festive and yet Undead DVD, check out the
comps inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this BLU-Ray then check out the
comps inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Out now on DVD from Boulevard Entertainment...

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Zombie Flesh Eaters
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Zombie-Flesh-Eaters-Blu-ray-Steelbook/dp/B008RLY942/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1354828381&sr=8-1

EXCLUSIVE NEW RESTORATION OF
LUCIO FULCI’s GORESOME, EYE-POPPING
ZOMBIE HORROR MASTERPIECE!
Following its big screen airing at the UK Festival of
Zombie Culture, where the audience was truly
stunned by the quality of this restored version of the
classic movie. Arrow Video have now released of
Lucio Fulci’s horror masterpiece Zombie Flesh Eaters
on Blu-ray, DVD and Limited Edition Steelbook.

pable cult hit upon its release in 1979. The film divided opinion across the globe and came up against
opposition in many territories for the sheer amount of
bloody content and its high gore-factor. The original
cut of Zombie Flesh Eaters was banned in the UK
upon release, and the film that appeared in cinemas
was an edited version with a full 2 minutes of brutality stripped out to get past the classification board.
These new high definition restored editions contain
the full unedited film, as Fulci made them to be seen.

An abandoned boat in New York Harbour unleashes
a deadly flesh crazed Zombie cargo... A Young
American woman and a journalist investigate a
tropical island where a deadly disease is making the
dead walk... Soon, thoughts of getting to the bottom
of the murderous curse will be forgotten, as Fulci’s
walking corpses overwhelm the living and reports
come in that the Big Apple is swarming with the living dead...
Painstakingly restored from the original camera
negative, Zombie Flesh Eaters stands- out as one of
the famed distributor’s biggest ever (and best looking) restoration projects. These landmark releases will
contain a wealth of special features, additional collector’s material and never-before-seen extras, including optional English / Italian opening titles, a UK
exclusive introduction to the film from lead actor Ian
McCulloch, and a number of brand new featurettes.

From the sleazy video nasty vaults comes a movie so
stained with controversy and moral indignation that
the very mention of its name sends shudders down
the spines of the weak stomached and censorious –
Zombie Flesh Eaters. A gut-munching, shark wresAvailable as a Limited Edition Steelbook (complete tling, eye-gouging orgy of topless skin divers, mudcaked undead terror and Italian splatter from the
with limited edition Artwork), Limited Edition Slipbox (with 4 alternate artworks –available exclusively dark imagination of horror genius Lucio Fulci (The
from www.arrowfilms.co.uk), and as standard edition Beyond, City of The Living Dead).
Blu-ray and DVD, the complete list of the special
features included in these highly anticipated Zombie
Flesh Eaters releases can be found on the AMAZON
site listed above.

Competition Time

Hailing from the now infamous “Video Nasty” era of
horror films, Zombie Flesh Eaters became an unstop-

To win one of these beauties then check out the comp
on the comps page at: www.terror4fun.com

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Strange Zombies,
Part 19
Se

nd us more pics of your
strange
zombies, we need to see
them and
we need to see them NO
W!!! All
ages, all sexes, all people
, as long as
they are doing something
strange for
the undead… Like this w
itchdoctor...
Thanks to ‘Viking Hats,’
Le
the Post Apocalyptic Bo ila and
ok Club
reading ‘The Return Man for
…

David Moody brings the AUTUMN series to a
devastating conclusion with AFTERMATH!
AUTUMN: AFTERMATH - published by Gollancz, available from Amazon, Book Depository, most branches of
Waterstones etc. Five novels, a movie, an audio adaptation and more than 100,000 words of free zombie
fiction! A vicious, virulent disease destroys more than 99% of the world's population
in a single day. Before the handful of survivors that remain can even begin to
come to terms with what has happened, the disease strikes again, and all hell
breaks loose. Learn more at www.lastoftheliving.net
It's been almost one hundred days since a killer disease wiped out 99% of the
population. Three months since the dead reanimated. Survivors are few and far
between now, and those who remain stick together to give themselves the best
possible chance of continuing to stay alive. They are the last of the living. A band
of refugees has taken shelter in a medieval castle - a fortress that has stood strong
for hundreds of years. Besieged by the dead, they only emerge when it's absolutely
necessary. As autumn turns to winter, however, the balance of power slowly begins
to shift. The unexpected appearance of survivors from another group changes
everything. They bring choice, and an alternative way of life which is a far cry from
the world everyone has been forced to leave behind. Society as we know it has
crumbled beyond repair and things will never be the same again. Some people are
ready to embrace this change, others can't let go of the past. The choice is divisive.
Are we entering mankind's final days? In the aftermath of the disease, will the last
survivors destroy each other, or will the dead destroy them all?
"Takes the genre in a fascinating new direction. If John Wyndham was alive and wrote zombie novels, they’d read like this."

--Jonathan Maberry, best-selling author of Patient Zero and Rot & Ruin.
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All I want for Christmas are these!!!
Diamond Select Toys are a company producing some
amazing collectibles and you will have seen them and
you will have drooled over them… They have started
producing an amazing series of Walking Dead items
that after you have looked at them, you will realise
that your life will not be the same of you do not get
your bloody paws on them!

http://www.diamondselecttoys.com/
Walking Dead Zombie Vinyl Bust Bank
Save your money for a brainy
day! Whether your financial
goal is a baseball bat, a
samurai sword or a mobile
home, you can keep your
money in this 8-inch vinyl bank
depicting a "lurker" from
Robert Kirkman's long-running
horror comic book series The
Walking Dead. Perched atop
the book's famous logo, with a
change slot in his back, this
gruesome character will keep
any weak-stomached looters
from plundering your stockpile.

Walking Dead Minimates
Robert Kirkman's Walking Dead comic book has gone
and become a legend in its own right, and DST has a
whole new series of highly detailed Minimates minifigures! The first series, included Rick with One-Armed
Zombie, Herd Zombie Two-Pack, Dale with Female
Zombie, Winter Coat Dale with Roamer Zombie (Rare
variant). The new series 2 assortment of two-packs
once again mixes humans and zombies, and includes
Michonne with Zombie, a Herd Zombie 2-pack, Andrea
with Zombie, and rare variant of Andrea's doomed
sister Amy with Zombie! Toys R Us have their own
exclusive figures
available. Each
Minimate stands 2
inches tall with 14
points of articulation and a variety
of removable and
interchangeable
parts and
accessories. Series 1

and Series 2 of the
Walking Dead
Mini-Mates are
available now!
Order the specialty
assortment today
from your local
comic shop or your
favorite online
retailer!

Walking Dead Silicone Tray & Gelatine Mould
Whether you love the comic book, the TV show or the
taste of human flesh in your mouth, it's never been a
better time to be a Walking Dead fan. The third season
is a winner, and the comic book is still going strong after
100 issues, which means there's an opportunity almost
every week for us to immerse ourselves in the zombie
apocalypse! Luckily, Diamond Select Toys has come up
with a couple of nifty items that will add a little
something-something to that new comic book or new
episode. The Walking Dead Silicone Tray lets you cast
up chunks of ice, chocolate or gelatine in the shape of
zombie body parts, as well as the famous Walking
Dead comic book logo -- perfect for snack time with
the latest issue of TWD. And the Walking Dead Silicone
Gelatine Mould reproduces a quivering 9" by 5" zombie
head in whatever colour gelatine you like. Turn any
dinner into a dinner party, and any dinner party into a
night of unspeakable horror!

Competition Time
To win EACH of these as soon as they are released,
then check out the inside back cover of this issue.
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Two must have zombie films
Signature Entertainment have brought us two massively significant zombie movies this year… The first
OZombie, is filled with action and the return of
Osama… State of Emergency is anew take on the genre
that is being released at the end of December 2012 and
so we are letting you know that these two films are
worth spending some of your Xmas money on. Both can
be bought / ordered from Amazon today!

STATE OF EMERGENCY
Chaos consumes a small town when a chemical facility
explodes releasing a deadly toxin. Moments after the
leak, the town's residents show signs of mutation, causing the military to quarantine the area leaving any
survivors helpless and trapped inside. The story follows
Jim, a young man isolated within the red zone, as he
eludes flesh eating zombies in an attempt to win back
his freedom.

OZOMBIE
Osama bin Laden
has returned from his
watery grave and is
creating a secret
army of zombie insurgents. When
Dusty Miller discovers
her conspiracy theorist brother Derek is
on a solo mission to
find and kill Bin
Laden (again), she
travels to Afghanistan to rescue him,
and falls in with a
NATO Special Forces
unit on a secret assignment; but when
the group crashes
headlong into the
growing zombie
apocalypse, Dusty and the troops must find the root of
the zombie insurgency before it infests the world.

Competition Time
To win EACH of these DVDs, then check out the inside
back cover of this issue.

World's most Exciting Holiday Destination
Dear Zombie Times Readers,
I have just released a zombie comedy novella about backpacking through Australia
after the zombie apocalypse. It offers the reader an insight into the dreadful world of
zombie tourism. The book is called "Land Down Undead", it is a quick fun read that is
getting a lot of great reactions. http://www.landdownundead.com Fighting the living dead, drinking beer, soaking in the sun, getting laid and listening to hard rock.
You will experience the ultimate tour through the end of civilization with Land Down
Undead Tours Inc. A zombie comedy novel that takes you on the road through Australia's zombie wasteland. It's disgusting, it's funny, it is your dream
zombie holiday experience.
Cheers, John e Normal
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Make your own zombie movie
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Paladone-Zombie-Movie-Making-Kit/dp/B008DCOQ3E/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1354481221&sr=1-1-catcorr

Paladone Zombie Movie Making Kit

The Make-Your-Own Zombie Movie Kit contains a city
backdrop scene measuring 56 cms wide by 38 cms in
length. To this you can add various types of zombies,
groups of survivors, and a variety of gruesome looking
props simply by cutting them out from the card sheets
provided. Once you have outlined your basic plot, film
and edit it. Your movie can be as simple or as complicated as you like, there are no rules. Upload your Make
-Your-Own Zombie Movie to any video sharing website
and see how yours compares to others.
The Kit comes with a film backdrop scene along with
cut-out characters and props. Just add various types of
zombies, survivors and a variety of gruesome looking
props and special effects using apps, then all you have
to do is upload on to any video sharing website to
compare.

The whole point of the movie is to share it online, so get
Create movie magic in your very own film studio
it on the Paladine Facebook page at:
with this Make-Your-Own Zombie Movie Kit. The
https://www.facebook.com/MakeYourOwnMovies
Make-Your-Own Zombie Movie Kit contains a film
backdrop & all the characters and props you could
http://www.paladone.com
want in order to make your cinematic masterpiece.
Once you've come up with a plot, record your movie
Competition Time
using a smart-phone or camera & upload it to the
internet. Add special effects using apps & imaginaTo win a copy of this kit then check out the comp
tive props to make your movie really stand out.
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

DEATH OR REDEMPTION
Ishbun struggles to keep his feet and not be swept
Drawn in by a group of merciless men, Ishbun is unwit- away by the coming apocalypse.
tingly entangled in a plot to reshape the world. A peril- If you like Epic Fantasy and Zombie Horror, this might
just be the perfect mixture for you. These are not shamous enemy is born and a grand battle for survival bebling, empty, rotten husks, they have a master and
gins which whisks him through foreign lands, strange
peoples and shocking revelations, teaching him wisdom, purpose. Hell bent on eradicating all life, this book
takes you on a powerful and unpredictable journey, as
strength and loyalty. Compelled to right his mistakes,
our heroes are forced to stay ahead of their corrupt
Ishbun joins with a King, a Thief, a Lunatic and even
enemy.
the ones that would have seen him dead to fight the
Buy a copy today from Amazon.co.uk or visit the webBeast of Mortilas.
site: http://gstoakes.wix.com/chronicle
Locked in a deadly game of chess with the Gods, he
On
Twitter: @GregoryStoakes
must face war, horror and vile magic to rid the world of
this unholy monster. Armed with a simple weapon that Or join the Facebook group:
is charged with the power to destroy this foul creature, http://www.facebook.com/groups/487652117926486/

Book One of the Chronicle Scrolls
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For Those in Peril on the Sea
After a six week voyage across the Atlantic, they couldn't wait to get to shore. When
they got there, they found the land would never be safe again... There was nothing to
suggest it would be anything other than a routine delivery. Four people thrown together
by chance, sailing a newly-built catamaran from South Africa to Miami. But while they
were away, something happened, something none of them could ever have imagined.
When they get back to civilisation, they find it no longer exists. The land is no longer safe.
Their only option is to stay on the boat and try to survive. Join Bill, Rob, Jon and CJ as
they travel around their frightening new world. One where they must struggle against
the infected that now rule the land, the elements and each other.
The book will be available from this link from 3rd January 2013, it will be on
Amazon.com - or as an ebook - until the March 2013. As a bit for further information,
Colin will be posting extracts from the book (first three chapters) on his blog (http://cmdrysdale.wordpress.com/)
between the 26th and 31st December 2012. The trailer for the book is here: http://youtu.be/p5zlQeMFywo
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Those-Peril-Sea-Colin-Drysdale/dp/0956897495/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1354484332&sr=1-3
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Zombie Messiah by Eric Mead
This story is 30 pgs in which Eric attempts to re-invent the
zombie story while keeping faithful to George Romeros
original shambling undead killing machine.

and raring to kill. Unfortunately, nothing could prepare
them for the true horror of the outbreak. Or what they
would have to do to save the people they love.

Re-Ans, a.k.a. Re-Animated Corpses, are on the march. The
Military has launched a massive counter attack, and the
healthy are caught in the middle. Newlyweds Jaime and
Foley along with their grandmother, a retired Marine, must
act quickly or die. Luckily for them, Grandma is prepared

Mixing horror, humor, and heartbreak, ZOMBIE MESSIAH
takes you to the places most are afraid of, and asks you, the
reader, a simple question; How far would you go to save the
people you love?

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Zombie-Messiah-ebook

Urban Terrors: New British Horror Cinema 1997-2008
people to make films, how changes in distribution –
from VHS to DVD to VOD – are enabling more people
to watch them, and how the mainstream media has
Plenty of Zombie Movies
failed to spot and comment upon this phenomenon.
can be found in this book
And it examines how these new kinds of horror films
from long time supporter
and friend of Terror4fun, MJ have dealt with issues like disenfranchised youth, class
division and social exclusion…
Simpson… If you have
never read any of his work
About MJ… MJ Simpson has been writing professionally
then it must mean you
have never bought a genre for more than 20 years. In 1995 he co-founded SFX and
served as Staff Writer, then Deputy Editor, for the
magazine, ever !!!!
magazine’s first three years. As a freelancer, he has written for Fangoria, Video Watchdog, Shivers, Total Film,
As far as his first book
about horror goes… By the Monsterscene, Little Shoppe of Horrors, Film Review,
late 1990s, the Golden Age Monster Attack Team, Starburst, Cult TV, Movie Collector, TV Zone, Doctor Who Magazine, Hammer Horror,
of British Horror Cinema
Psychotronic
Video and many other titles.
was long gone. But like all
the best monsters, the
genre has risen from the
Praise for MJ Simpson from top British horror directors
grave and in the 21st cen• “Mike has covered my career from my first feature as
tury is going from strength to strength.
MFX artist I, Zombie to my directorial debut The SeaDevelopments in video technology and changes in dis- soning House, and it’s during this time I have come to
tribution have seen a tenfold increase in the number of know him as the foremost expert in the genre.” Paul
British horror films made and released each year. From Hyett: The Seasoning House
major studio pictures like 28 Days Later and Shaun of
• “All hail writer MJ Simpson and his incredible passion
the Dead to cult indies like Freak Out and The Last
and contribution to the British horror scene.” Alex ChanHorror Movie, the new millennium is a boom time for
don: Cradle of Fear, Inbred
home-grown horror. And many of these new films are
• “MJ Simpson is the true Indiana Jones of the indie horcontemporary, socially relevant tales reflecting life in
ror scene. He’s your perfect guide to unearth the bloody
modern Britain; instead of creepy castles, their monsters gems that prove horror in all its gory glory is alive and
and psychos stalk housing estates and tower blocks...
screaming in the UK.” Jake West: Evil Aliens, Doghouse
Urban Terrors: New British Horror Cinema is the first
book to fully examine the British horror film revival,
Available from www.hemlockbooks.co.uk along
documenting and analysing 114 movies which were
with tonnes of other horror mags, books and bits
commercially released between 1997 and 2008. It reand pieces any horror fan or collector would love!
veals how changes in technology have enabled more

Book by MJ Simpson, foreword by Sean Pertwee

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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The longest road
Join Steve, Collin, Alex, Billy and Mike. A group of
cousins surviving through the aftermath of a
pandemic infection of unknown origin. Once
contracted, the disease is irreversibly fatal, but its
victims don't stay dead for long. Eventually the dead
return to life, but all elements of humanity are
replaced by ravenous cannibalistic tendencies.
After fleeing their homes in up-state New York, the
cousins take to the safety of the road, where they
travel west-bound to the rumored "safe-zone" of
California. Every day is a fight to stay alive; whether
scavenging for essentials or engaging in nerve
racking battles with the relentless undead. Every
stop they make is filled with surprises, twists and
turns as their lives are now a roller-coaster being
driven by hope and shadowed by despair. Feel their
heartache. Experience their triumphs. Follow them
as they journey across the wasteland that was once
the United States. Ride alongside this family as they
search for safety on The Longest Road.
Available from AMAZON.COM
About the author... Growing up in southern
California, A.S. Thompson has always loved
entertainment. Whenever possible, he enjoys writing
and filming movies and helping friends out with
their projects. In a screen writing class in college he
discovered a new passion-writing. When it comes to
writing music, books or film, he is always looking for
originality, that new sound or idea that is going to
set himself apart.
His first book, The
Longest Road, was
created out of his
love for the horror
genre. To him,
there’s nothing like
the suspense and
thrill of reading a
horror novel or
watching a scary
movie...the heart
pounding, the spine
tingling, and that
part in the back of
your head that
wonders what will
happen next...

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Zombie Make Up Artists
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: Brighton, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House Party of
the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various shorts), UltraVixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me

Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow and
Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty of the
Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest 2009,
Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09, Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk

Name: Jayne Hyman
Based: Nottingham, East Midlands
Feature Films: Make-up Lead on 'Zombie Hood' (currently in
production)
Short Films: many, including 'Monday Moaning', 'The Wailing
Well', 'Vermes' and 'The Unwanted Visitor'
Zombies: Nottingham Zombie Walk, Download Festival zombie face-painting
Contact via: jaynehyman@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.facebook.com/pages/Jayne-Hyman-SFXProps-Creative-Services/205618286173465

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com

Closing dates vary, so check our website!
Comp 1) Win a copy of Gangsters, Guns and Zombies on DVD. What disclaimer appears at the bottom of the
GG&Z Wix Website? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘GG&Z’
Comp 2) Win a pack of ’Walking Dead Zombie Army Men.’ How heavy is Gentle Giants ‘Colossal Samurai’
Statue? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘GENTLE GIANT ZOMBIES’
Comp 3) Win a copy of Zombies at Christmas on DVD. Who directed Zombies at Christmas?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIES AT CHRISTMAS’

Mo
prizes re
th
I’ve h an
a
hot b d
rains

Comp 4) Win a copy of Cockneys Vs Zombies on BLU-RAY. Honor Blackman from CvsZ, played which character in a James
Bond film? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES’
Comp 5) Win a ‘Zombie Flesh-Eaters’ Ltd Ed. Steelbook. Arrow Films has also released ‘Bay of Blood’ how many murders
occur in the Bay? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE FLESHEATERS’
Comp 6) Win an Awesome Walking Dead Vinyl Money Bank. Which Universal Monster Figures do Diamond create as Money
Banks? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE WALKING BANK’
Comp 7) Win some Walking Dead Minimates... What weapon is Amy carrying from the ‘Walking Dead Amy with Zombie
Minimate 2 pk?’ Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE WALKING MATES’
Comp 8) Win Gelatine and Silicon Walking Dead Moulds... What sort of GhostBusters Moulds can you get from Diamond
Select Toys? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE WALKING MOULDS’
Comp 9) Win a copy of OZOMBIE on DVD. What is the name of Dustys Paranoid Brother on OZombie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘OZOMBIE’
Comp 9) Win a copy of the awesome State of Emergency on DVD. Who plays Scott in this movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘STATE OF EMERGENCY’
Comp 10) Win a Paladone Make Your Own Zombie Movie Kit. What 3 types of Movie Making Kits do
Paladone make? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE MOVIE MAKING KIT’

!
Win
!!
Win
! !!
Win

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS.
It helps us sort them out!!! T & C can be found on the Terror4fun website.
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Festive Games...
To the Death !!!
Aunt Petunia has given you cash for Christmas and some friends are
coming over for a festive drink and some zombie based fun… There is
a problem though… You only have enough money for 1 Zombie Game…
So which one should you buy?
ZOMBIES!!!
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BUY THIS IF YOU ARE LOOK
IE
ING FOR YOUR FIRST ZOMB
.
BOARD GAME
IT IS STILL THE CLASSIC.

CITY OF HORROR
City of Horror is a backstabbing survival-horror game. As in classic zombie
movies, a shambling horde is invading
the city. The goal is to survive the assault. (Un)fortunately, surviving often
means sacrificing some of your fellow
players to the undead...
Each player controls several characters
and critical situations, such as zombies
breaking in and eating a character, are
resolved using vote.
Price: £39.99

Best game for:
Negotiating and Diplomacy
Re-Model of Mall of Horror
Worst Game for:
Lack of Plastic Zombies
Using strategy and tactics

BUY THIS IF YOU WANT
SOMETHING A BIT MORE
INTERACTIVE (GROWN UP)

LAST NIGHT ON EA

RTH
This game that pits sm
all-town Heroes
head-to-head against
a limitless horde
of Zombies. A modular
board randomly
determines the layout
of the town at
the start of each game
and
several different scenario there are
s to play, adding lots of replayability
. Fast Paced
Game Play with Easy To
Learn rules
allows players to jump
right into the
action, while Strategic
Depth and
Strong Cooperative Pla
y keeps the
game interesting.
Price: £44.99

Best game for:
Game pictures and art
Plastic Characters and
Zombies
Simplicity of actions
Being a Survivor or a Zom
bie Master
Worst Game for: Ropey

Scary Music CD

BUY THIS IF YOU ALRE
ADY
OWN ZOMBIES AND NE
ED
SOME NEW INSPIRAT
ION!!!

http://www.travellingman.com/

